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Roots of “The Friction Project” 



Elements of the Friction Project

• “Traditional” research
• Case studies
• Conversations with savvy scholars and executives 
• Short thought pieces
• Classes– where we teach and learn about friction, from 

Stanford students and visiting executives



Our Goals

To understand what ought to be easier to do in organizations and what 
ought to be harder to do.

To identify and teach leaders key lessons, principles, and tools that help 
them banish bad friction and create good friction in organizations, teams, 
and roles—including in their own jobs. 



Lessons from Frictionland
1. The “tragedy of the “attentional commons” is rampant. 

2.Senior executives are prone to “friction blindness” 

3. Friction can be bad or good; so the trick is to remove bad friction and inject 
good friction

4. Friction is often like debt – you can put off dealing with it to get what want 
now, but you will pay later (or else…)

5. Dealing with friction requires addressing both “rational” and “emotional” 
elements 



Lesson 1: “The Tragedy of the Attentional 
Commons”

Individuals are motivated—and perhaps 
rewarded– for adding new rules, processes, 
procedures, meetings, and so on. Each 
addition may, on it’s own, be good; but the 
net effect is massive overload.

In other words, many have incentives for 
addition, few have incentives for 
subtraction, and everyone’s job becomes 
impossible to do.



“The George Carlin Effect” 

“My shit is stuff; your stuff is shit.” 

The new customizable teaching
evaluation system at Stanford



Lesson 2: Senior Executives Prone to “Friction 
Blindness” : Why does Incentive Alignment not 
work?

Senior executives aren’t told about friction experienced by employees and 
customers, are misled about it, or are protected from experiencing it. 

‘Most senior executives have a dim understanding of their “cone of 
friction”’ (Perry Klebahn)

Leaders underestimate how many people are overloaded in their 
organizations by as much as 50%  (Cross and Grey) 

The CEO and the blueberry muffins 



“Friction Blindness” and Customers

Senior executives aren’t told about friction experienced by employees and 
customers, are misled about it, or protected from experiencing it. 

The luggage experience at JetBlue

General Motors executives and 
the experience of car ownership



Lesson 3: Friction, like cholesterol, can be 
good or bad. 



Bad friction: 
Work As A 
Grind:

Loss of 
initiative
&
cooperation



Good Friction: The IKEA Effect
We place disproportionately-high value on self-made products.



Two IKEA Experiments
HBS Professor Michael Norton and Colleagues 

1.  Half the subjects assembled an IKEA storage box themselves. 
Half “inspected” the same box, already assembled by the 
experimenters.  “Builders” and “inspectors” were both given 
chance to bid on the box—”builders” bid 63% more for than 
“Inspectors. 

2. Half the subjects assembled the IKEA box completely; half 
assembled the box partially.  Subjects who assembled the box 
completely bid more than twice as much for their creations



In Dallas,Texas a six-year-old asked her family’s new Amazon Echo “can you play 
dollhouse with me and get me a dollhouse?” The device readily complied, ordering 
a $320 Kidcraft Sparkle Dollhouse and four pounds of sugar cookies. The parents 
have since added a code for purchases. They donated the dollhouse a local 
children’s hospital.

Then the story was told on San Diego’s CW6 News. Anchor Jim Patton remarked: “I 
love the little girl, saying ‘Alexa ordered me a dollhouse,’” Several Echo owners who 
watched the broadcast reported that the remark triggered orders on their own 
devices.

Alexa and the Lack of Friction



Lesson 4: Friction is Often Like Debt.  You Can Put Off Dealing 
With It to Get What Want Now, But You Pay Later (Or Else….)





Lesson 5:  Dealing with Friction Requires Addressing 
Both “Rational” and “Emotional” Elements 



The Deadly Trio

Friction

Frustration

Fatigue



Parole Decisions by Israeli Judges

1000 decisions by eight judges over a 10-month period

After a snack or break: 65% granted parole

After about two hours: Close to 0% granted parole 

(Granting parole took more time, and happened less often, so it was more 
“depleting” or cognitively demanding).



Danziger, Shai, Jonathan Levav, and Liora Avnaim-Pesso. "Extraneous factors in judicial 
decisions." Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 108, no. 17 (2011): 6889-6892.



Six  Ways to Fight Bad Friction
1. Framing

2. Subtracting:  It’s like mowing the lawn

3. Executive presence: From hippo to elephant

4. Focus on handoffs 

5. Grease people vs. gunk people 

6. Retire technical debt



Adopted NASCAR “pit stop” analogy for 
equipment changeovers, no longer seen as 
“breaks”:

Changeovers went from 14 to 8 hours

Cascaded excellence to other teams 

Production from 684,000 syringes to 1,026,000 
filled per week

1) Framing



2. Subtracting:  It’s Like  Mowing the Lawn

Subtraction and other “friction fighting” methods at best, create only, 
temporary victories.

There is no “one and done.”  

Hacking mindset needed. Rewarding subtraction !



The day that Dropbox eliminated 
recurring meetings

“Armeetingeddon has Landed”



Meeting Guidelines at Dropbox
“Be conservative with meeting invites.”  Invite only key stakeholders, not “spectators.” A cap 
of three to five people is recommended for decision-making meetings. 

“Every meeting must have an owner.” Cancel meetings that lack a clear owner who keeps it 
on track.

“Schedule meetings if (and only if) other methods of communicating won't cut it.” Consider 
whether another forum, such as email or a chat, can accomplish the same result.

Employees invited to meetings are encouraged to ask "Do I really need to be here?” 

"If you find yourself on your phone or laptop during a meeting, that's a good sign that you're 
neither deriving nor contributing value to the meeting and it might be worth reconsidering." 



3) Executive Presence: From Hippo to 
Elephant

All organizations have problems: Silence indicates may reflect a cycle not 
necessarily of fear, but a cycle consisting of feelings:

Powerlessness 
Helplessness  
Hopelessness 
Meaninglessness!



From Hippo 

Mouth/ears ratio !

The executive who was 
“all transmission, and no 
reception.”



SCALING UP EXCELLENCE

TO ELEPHANT 



Red Flags: Diagnostic Questions

1. How much does the top dog (or a few stars) dominate the 
talking time? Does he or she let you or anyone else get a word 
in edgewise? 

2. What is the ratio of questions that people (especially the top 
dogs)  ask versus statement they make? 

If they never ask any questions, and just bark out orders, show 
off their knowledge, interrupt others, and don’t have much 
interest in what others say, those are red flags.



4. Focus on Handoffs

A negative effect of adding more people and silos – jobs become more 
narrow and specialized, information is lost about people and problems, 
bottlenecks occur, errors and delays mount.

Classic hand-off problems:

Nurses and patients
Firefighting crews and forest fires
Design to manufacturing



The Winnebago and 
the Golden Gate Regional Center
GGRC provides services and financial support to people with developmental 
disabilities

Many families failed to complete the application process because it was so 
prolonged, confusing, and frustrating….. rarely took less than three 
months.

Leaders and staffers begin working with Stanford d.school, especially 
Elizabeth Woodson and Saul Gardus



The Winnebago Experiment:
Nine Clients in Two Hours!



“The Waiting is the Hardest Part”



5) Grease People Versus Gunk People

Lori vs. Larry: similar position, similar tenure, same organization 

Lori prides herself in using the rules and systems to help get things done in the easiest possible 
way; she knows how bend and even ignore them for the greater good.

Larry is a “Rule Nazi” 

“They cling to the rules like Leonardo DiCaprio clung to that door in Titanic —as if their lives 
depend on it. And they make sure everyone else does too, even when the rule doesn’t make 
sense or stands in the way of productivity.”

Heidi Grant Halverson, Columbia University 



6. Retiring Technical Debt at Astra Zeneca



Retiring Technical Debt at Astra Zeneca



Increasing Good Friction is Crucial— Especially for 
Decision-making and Creativity

When “you are in a cognitive minefield”—when you 
don’t know enough, risks are high, or you are stuck--
force yourself to pause rather than plow ahead.  

“Sometimes the best advice is don’t just do something, 
stand there.” 

Dr. Jerome Groopman



“Good friction” is  Crucial  to  Creativity 

Failure, dead ends, confusion, and disagreement, are part of the 
process-- especially if you are doing right!   



“Nailing It” Before  “Scaling It” 
Can Be Mighty Inefficient and Frustrating 

“Where is your Times Square?”

Becky Margiotta
100,000 Homes 

Campaign



TIMES SQUARE BEFORE 
(2003)



TIMES SQUARE AFTER (2008)



The Sweet Spot (Amy J0-Kim)



Speed bumps

When the machine was introduced, it was able to count coins almost instantly, but 
customers felt that it was not reliable — they thought it couldn’t possibly calculate the 
correct amounts in such a short time. 

Designers then changed the user experience so that even though the calculation was 
fast, the result was displayed with a significant delay. Because of this change, people 
started to trust the machine because the calculation now seemed thorough enough.



Using friction to fight friction

Can you make it difficult for people to do things that add friction? 

Lazlo Bock and job interviews at Google



The Jeremy Utley Mindset

“I HATE wasting other peoples’ time”



Learn More, Teach Us More,
Tell Us Your Stories

Emails: hrao@stanford.edu Robert.sutton@stanford.edu

Web: http://stvp.stanford.edu/doc
www.bobsutton.net

Twitter:     @huggyrao
@work_matters


